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FAREWELL LETTER TO MDC MEMBERS
FROM MR KAWASHIMA MAKOTO,
PRESIDENT JAPAN MINT

There has been much said over the past
year about the pros and cons of a less-cash
society, with much of the support coming
from those with a vested interest in a
cashless future eg. technology platforms
providers, card companies and banks.
However, there are two new papers that I
strongly commend to you that present the
facts along with compelling arguments as
to why cash is – and must continue to be –
a vital part of any functioning democracy.

Published below is a letter to MDC
colleagues from Mr KAWASHIMA Makoto,
prior to his departure from the Japan Mint
at the end of March 2021. In response,
we thank Mr KAWASHIMA for his very
strong support of MDC and all that it is
now attempting to achieve. He saw the
value of the MDC organisation and its
role in providing a forum for information
sharing and addressing common industry
challenges. On behalf of MDC Directors we
wish him all the best for his future.

One of the papers that present the reality
of the cash environment in 2020 is coauthored by MDC Director and CEO of
Monnaie De Paris, Mr Marc Schwartz, and
Mr Yannis Messaui from Yale University and
HECS Paris. Entitled The Great Paradox of
Cash and Why its Reign is Far From Over, the
paper presents in tabular and graphical
forms the current situation in demand for
cash and concludes with ten points as to
‘Why Citizens are still using cash and want
to keep it’.
The second paper, recommended to
us by Mr Gunther Waadt, MDC Director
and Mint Director of the Bavarian State
Mint, was written by Ms Andrea Nitsche,
Communication Director of Geisecke
& Devrient, Germany, called Why Cash
Is Indispensable for a Democracy. This
position paper provides 20 reasons why
cash must remain part of the transactional
environment, and is part of an initiative
launched in Germany in April, supported
Continued page

Dear MDC Members
I hope you and your staff members are fine
during this difficult time caused by COVID-19.
This is to inform you that I will leave my
position as President of Japan Mint as of
March 31. Thank you very much for the warm
friendship and cooperation which you have
kindly offered to me during my tenure of office
since April 2018.

MDC APRIL
WEBINAR - THE
CRITICAL ROLE
OF BANKNOTES
AND COINS IN A
FUNCTIONING
PAYMENT SYSTEM
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During the three years, I was blessed with
many opportunities of seeing most of you,
including the MDC Seoul in 2018 and the
World Money Fair in Berlin. The environment
around the minting industry is always
changing like today, and so I understand
the importance of exchange of views in the
industry.
My successor, Mr YAMANA Norio, will be
appointed as of April 1 from the Ministry of
Finance. He will be pleased to talk with you
soon online. I would very much appreciate
your continuous support to him and the
Japan Mint.
I wish you a continued success and good
health.
With best regards,
KAWASHIMA Makoto
President Japan Mint
March 30, 2021

The second in the series of MDC
webinars for 2021 was conducted on
Friday 23 April.
A breakdown of actual registrants is as
follows:
110 people watched
7 7 of those were from central banks and
Mints with the balance from OEMs and
industry suppliers
Continued page
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FEATURE: THE INDUSTRY
SUPPLIERS – POONGSAN
CORPORATION
Over the past 51 years, Poongsan has
earned its reputation as a trusted supplier
of coin blanks to the global market. In
1970, the company received designation
as the Republic of Korea’s sole coin blank
manufacturer by the Korea Minting,
Security Printing & ID Card Operating
Corporation. Three years later, it first
exported coin blanks to Taiwan. Since
then, Poongsan has expanded its line
to supply its coin blanks to over 70
countries on six continents. Today, 48
years after its first export, Poongsan is the
world’ s largest coin blank manufacturer,
accounting for more than half of the
world’s coin blank trade volume.
Poongsan casts over 50 different types
of coin blanks - from brass, nickel silver,
cupronickel, aluminum bronze to other
special copper alloys. In recent years, it
has concentrated on meeting the global
demand for bi-metal, clad metal and

Nordic coin blanks. Poongsan has also
expanded its coin blank production to
include stainless steel coin blanks.
In addition to circulating coins, the
company operates special facilities
dedicated to the production of precious
metal coin blanks for commemorative
coins and medallions. With more than
four decades’ worth of expertise, it is
competitive in the global market for
precious metal blanks. Poongsan has
supplied precious metal blanks for a
variety of domestic and international
events including the 1988 Olympic
Games, the 2002 FIFA World Soccer
Game, the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) in 2005, the 2014
Asian Games and the 2018 Winter
Olympic Games in PyeongChang.
With sophisticated technology and
uncompromising dedication to
excellence, Poongsan prides itself on
consistent and
timely delivery
of its products at
competitive prices.
Uncompromising
focus on superior
products, reliable
performance and
customer satisfaction
has helped Poongsan
cultivate a strong
and loyal relationship
with its customers. Its
production network
and comprehensive
customer service
have positioned the
company not only to
further strengthen
its global presence
and expand into new
markets, but also to
safeguard Poongsan’s
position as the world
leader in the coinage
industry.
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MDC CONFERENCE
UPDATE
While being addressed by the progressive
rollout of vaccines, the COVID pandemic
continues to create new waves of infection
and mutations resulting in increasing
uncertainty about the opening of borders
and of course related international travel.
This uncertainty has caused a moment
of careful consideration as to when and
who will host the next MDC. In the March
addition of the Communique we flagged
that the next MDC would be in 2022 but
that was always subject to the rate of
containment of the virus and the forecast
by Governments about when their citizens
could travel overseas.
With this uncertainty, and on the basis of
the results of the survey of Mint Directors,
we have prepared a recommendation to be
considered by the MDC Working Group. The
outcome of that consideration as to timing
and hosting will be made in early May and
notified in that month’s Communique.

FAREWELL &
THANK YOU
TO MR EUGENIO
GOMEZ
MDC has been advised that Mr Eugenio
Gomez, Director of the Spanish Mint
(FNMT-RCM) will be retiring on 3 May 2021.
We thank Mr Gomez for his important
contribution to the MDC and wish him well
in future endeavours.
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MDC APRIL WEBINAR - THE CRITICAL
ROLE OF BANKNOTES AND COINS IN
A FUNCTIONING PAYMENT SYSTEM
Continued from page
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in the post-webinar survey 27 people
responded with an average of 3.7/ 5, with
5 being outstanding.
The webinar examined and highlighted
the fact that there are many people within
countries who rely on cash to transact
and therefore Governments and Central
Banks need to be very careful in setting the
transactional scene for the next ten years.
With so much uncertainty and fear about
a less-cash environment, policy makers
need to be sure they don’t disadvantage
those who surely have the democratic
right to decide on how they transact. There
may appear to be savings and tax revenue
opportunities by moving to a cashless

WORLD MONEY
FAIR TECHNICAL
FORUM VIRTUAL
– 10 JUNE
The World Money Fair’s Technical
Forum has gone digital this year,
hosting four online sessions, spaced
out every four weeks, with each
session live-streamed twice a day to
accommodate different time zones.

society but be assured there are potentially
high costs and real risks.
A video of the webinar and copies of the
presentations are posted in the MDC
Members section of the Mint Industry
website (https://www.mintindustry.com) for
those who were not able to attend.
Thank you to Reconnaissance International,
our partners in the program for their
organisation and facilitation, and to the
Poongsan Corporation for their sponsorship
of this particular event. To the three
speakers many thanks for giving up your
time late on Friday afternoon and for those
who asked questions many thanks for your
contribution.

ANNOUNCEMENT
– MDC
TECHNICAL
COMMITTEE
The MDC TC Webinar Virtual will be
held on 20 May 2021.

Continued from page
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by SMEs and some politicians, called ‘Cash
Counts’.
Both papers are posted in the MDC
Members section of the Mint Industry
website (https://www.mintindustry.com)
and would be a valuable addition to the
information MDC Directors and any others
wishing to protect the rights of cash users
around the world should make available to
policy makers, central banks and those who
can influence the cashless argument.
The message we need to convey and that is
so clearly presented in both papers is that
consumers in democracies are the ultimate
determinate of the choice of mediums to
be used in the process of transacting.
Ross MacDiarmid
Executive Director

COIN AWARDS
UPDATE

To register for the remaining session to
be held on 10 June, please visit
https://www.worldmoneyfair.de/
forums/technical-forum/?lang=en.

We had hoped to provide an
update on the timing, the process
of judging and the coin award
winners announcement in this
month’s Communique. However
Reconnaissance, which will provide
the platform for this event, is currently
working through some options. An
announcement will be made in the
May Communique.

The technical contents of the seven
presentations provided in the first
two sessions are featured in a special
edition of Coin + Mint News Quarterly,
which has been posted in the MDC
Members portal.
Registration is free of charge and
previous Sessions including Q+A can
be viewed by all registered persons in
the archive.
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Puzzle coin set from The Singapore Mint’s Almanac
Coin Series. Read this month’s feature on The
Singapore Mint on page 4.
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As a reminder this is the coin award
program that would have taken place
at the 2020 MDC.
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FEATURE: MINTS OF THE WORLD –
THE SINGAPORE MINT
The Singapore Mint was established in
1968 to mint circulation coins for the
newly-independent Singapore. Over the
years, The Singapore Mint has evolved
from a basic minting facility to a fully
integrated business operation, comprising
program conceptualization, product
design, production, marketing, sales and
distribution with after sales service. Today,
it has grown to become one of the leading
innovative mints in the industry, capable
of producing coins and medallions of the
highest quality.
Like other mints in developed countries,
Singapore too faces the global challenge of
an aging population. The Singapore Mint
is therefore posed with the challenge of an
aging profile of its loyal coin collectors. Its
local customer base is predominantly made
up of loyal coin collectors, who have been
following the Mint’s collections for more
than five decades. With the aging profile of
its core customer base, the challenge is to
therefore attract and grow a new, younger
customer base.
Locally, The Singapore Mint has focused
new initiatives and efforts to capture new
target audiences of younger coin collectors,
making young customer acquisition
a priority. Consumer behavior for the
younger base of collectors differs greatly
from the Mint’s core collector base - the
younger customers have diverse interests
and are extremely media-savvy. Hence, a
timely shift to focus on interactive digital
marketing accompanied by diversified,
innovative product range is crucial.
With the Covid-19 pandemic, The Singapore
Mint’s focus in 2020 and 2021 is also on
digitalizing of retail shopping experiences.
Its online store has been servicing
e-shoppers over the past decade, but
creating an even more interactive shopping
experience was crucial with the Covid-19
restrictions at shopping malls. The Mint’s
innovation focus was therefore not only
product-oriented but also for its marketing
strategies, tapping on digital marketing and
creating virtual fairs and virtual events for
its collectors.
The Mint’s drive for innovation and pursuit
of new minting techniques is not only
spurred by its domestic market. On the
international arena, The Singapore Mint
is also focused on constant Research and

Development for fusing new advanced
minting techniques with authentic crafting
methods. With its focus to offer a onestop program management service for
international clientele, The Singapore
Mint prides its program management
service to also offer cutting edge technical
capabilities and also play a consulting role
for its partners to innovate and create new
innovative coins for the market.
One of the Mint’s greatest innovations
and technological breakthroughs includes
unique coin shape minting accompanied
with ultra-high relief effects. This can be
seen in the World Enchanting Flower
Series where the exquisite colour coins are
three-dimensional and like floral replicas,
struck in 999 Fine Silver. Another prized
innovation is the puzzle coin set from the
Singapore Almanac Coin Series. The puzzle
coin set features 13 puzzle pieces, each
struck individually with 12 different designs,
and a main centre piece with a three-way
interlocking mechanism. The minting of
the 13 piece three-way interlocking puzzle
coin set requires high precision in minting
for all 13 pieces to be minted to perfection
in order to form a seamless interlocking
puzzle set.

Today, The Singapore Mint is a highly
competitive global leading mint with
a strong team of skilled craftsman. As
a testament of its high-quality crafting
techniques, The Singapore Mint has won
multiple international awards and its
rising stature has garnered much interest
internationally.
The Mint is proud to be the preferred mint
and centre of technology in Asia, and
to be appointed by issuing authorities
around the world for the production of
commemorative and circulation coins. It
attributes The Singapore Mint’s successes
with its team’s passion for our crafts and
pursuit for the best quality. The Mint’s
best practice and learning points to be
shared would be to constantly innovate
and move in pace with growing trends
while remaining deeply rooted to authentic
craftsmanship.
As the world digitalizes rapidly, The
Singapore Mint believes its innovative
commemorative coins will continue to
document history and play a traditional
story-telling role for generations to come.
The Mint looks forward to continuing
striking legacies for the future!

One of The Singapore
Mint’s greatest
innovations and
technological
breakthroughs includes
unique coin shape
minting accompanied
with ultra-high relief
effects.

Please circulate to relevant staff and interested industry members to help build our collective voice.
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